
Magical, Mobius Hoodinis    designed by Laura Bryant©2009 

Like the pages of a good book, our Hoodini unfolds with 
magical twists and turns. Wear it as a wrap, a scarf, a hood 
or a shrug; with a single wrap or doubled up for more drama. 
Based on Elizabeth Zimmerman’s famous Moebius hoods, ours 
has been updated with modern yarns and colors, and often 
made longer for a more variable silhouette. Hoodinis can be 
constructed either as long strips and grafted with a twist, or 
worked circularly onto a Mobius cast on.

 
Mobius strips take us back to our childhood—that magic strip 
of paper, twisted once and taped together, that has just one 
surface and one edge! Try it yourself: cut a long, narrow strip 
of paper, flip one end over and tape to the other end. Now, 
put pen to paper and draw a continuous line—you’ll trace both 
surfaces and wind up back where you started. Follow any edge, 
and the same thing is true: it is one continuous edge. If we knit 
a Mobius, we get a wonderful garment that hugs our neck and 
drapes beautifully in front, with a lovely half cross in front that 
reduces bulk. 

Basic Ribbed Wrap 

This version is worked in one flat piece onto a provisional 
cast on. Once knitted, the wrap is turned once or twice and 
then the ends are grafted invisibly. One twist (180°) results in 
a mismatch of knit sections to purl sections, but produces a 
true mobius strip. Two twists (360°) allow knits and purls to 
be matched exactly, but produces more bulk from the double 
twist and requires a longer initial strip. During grafting, one 
stitch on each side of the 6 st sections is dropped and later run 
down to the cast on, leaving k 4 p 4 separated by long strands. 
Very soft fabrics may not need the dropped stitches.

Provisional cast on: with scrap yarn, chain 5 more sts than 
required. With working yarn, pick up required number of sts, 1 
st through each back leg of chain. 

   

Rib Pattern: multiple of 10 plus 4.  
      Cast on is multiple of 8 plus 4. 
   Preparation row: P 4, *yo, k 4, yo, p 4* rep ** across.  
      These yarn overs become stitches in following rows.  
   Row 1: K 4, *p 6, k 4*. 
   Row 2: P 4, *k 6, p 4*.

Finish: release cast on chain and pick up all live sts to spare 
needle. Lay strip flat, then turn one needle over—180° twist 
made. Now, align both needles with live stitches for grafting, 
with cast on row behind and final row in front. Knit stitches 
will match to purl sts and extra sts will be dropped from front 
needle as grafting progresses. Graft first four sts, drop next st 
from front needle; graft next four sts and drop next st from 
front needle. Repeat across. Run each live dropped stitch 
down entire strip. 

              Graft knit stitches to purl stitches                      Work from front needle to back                     After grafting is complete, run 
 
                        after making twist.                             needle, passing through 2 sts ea time.          each dropped stitch back to cast on row.                    



 

Portofino  Size: Approx 17” x 42” 
 Materials:  
   3 Tencel A  
   5 Biwa B 
   # 9 needle 

With A, provisionally CO 94 sts. Eliminate preparation row, 
and begin Rib Patt with row 1. Alternate 2 rows A and 2 rows 
B throughout. Work to approx 42”.  
Finish as noted above, but do not drop any stitches (all sts will 
be grafted to first row). 
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Mobius loops can be cast on at the center of strip and worked 
circularly, with both sides miraculously working outward 
simultaneously. Different combinations of knits and purls will 
produce different effects: garter, stockinette, corrugated rib. 
Follow specific instructions for each model. 

Mobius cast on: with circular needle 36” or longer, 
make a double loop with the cable and hold right needle 
and cable in right hand. Place a slip knot onto needle.  
Holding yarn in left hand, *dip rt needle tip in front and under 
cable, wrap yarn counterclockwise (as for a normal stitch), bring 
needle tip up, wrap yarn counterclockwise; repeat from * as 
required. Count stitches beginning at needle tip. This number 
will become twice as many once joined for circular knitting. 
Place marker at beginning of round. As you work the first round, 
every other st on first half will be turned backwards. Simply 
knit these sts through the back of the st, thus untwisting them. 
Once you reach the cable portion, sts will be in the correct 
position. Once first round is complete, all sts will be correct. 

1. Hold needle and cable  
in right hand. Place slip 
knot onto needle.

 
 
2. Dip point of rt needle 
in front and below cable; 
wrap yarn counter-clock- 
wise.

 
3. Brint point of needle  
back up and in front of  
cable; wrap yarn counter- 
clockwise.

4. Repeat 2 & 3, building  
up stitches on both needle 
and cable.

 

 

Tumbleweed  Size: Approx 10” x 60”

Materials: 
   3 Symphony A 
   3 Fern B 
   36” Circular needle size 10½ 
   Crochet hook size g

With A, using Mobius CO, CO 180 sts (360 sts on needle). 
Mark for beginning of round.  
(K 180 sts, p 180 sts) 4 times: 8 rows of stockinette.  
*With B, k 180 sts, p 180 sts.  
With B, (P 180 sts, k 180 sts) 3 times. (4 rows B total.) 
With A, p 180 sts, k 180 sts. 
With A, (k 180 sts, p 180 sts)7 times. (8 rows A total.)* 
Repeat ** once more. 
Repeat B rows once more. 
With A, (k 1 rnd, p 1 rnd) 4 times (4 rows garter st). BO all sts. 
With A, work 1 rnd reverse sc around entire edge.  

 
An extra long, soft and furry Hoodini functions as both hood and 

shoulder wrap. Alternating bands of stockinette and reverse 
stockinette form soft folds, emphasizing the cushy fur.

Wrap yourself in luxury!


